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A word has been given in the following question. In response to the
highlighted word, sentences have been provided in the options below.
Find the appropriate statement representing the given word.
1.

Woe

A

I can’t stand this anymore,” said Lalit, noticing that Rustam did not woe
Zuker’s conversation.

B

Last night, his woes continued as a muscle injury once more left him
as a spectator.

C

How could she spend so much woe money on something that is so drab?

D

Conrad lived a life of luxury and woeeing dissipationment.

E

None of these

Solution
The correct answer is Option B, i.e. Last night, his woes continued as a
muscle injury once more left him as a spectator.
The word "woes” (noun) means trouble, difficulty, problem.
Among the given statements, Option B seems to portray the exact
denotation of the provided word.
Hence, the correct answer will be option B, i.e. “Last night, his woes
continued as a muscle injury once more left him as a spectator.”

A word has been given in the following question. In response to the
highlighted word, sentences have been provided in the options below.
Find the appropriate statement representing the given word.
2.

Decade

A

There have been a lot of changes in Jaipur during the past two
decades.

B

Everybody of us admired her decades ago Brutall figure.

C

In its most brutality form, this plan will work in decaded.

D

The brutal attack on the Shyma left her with a broken decade and two
black eyes.

E

None of these

Solution
The correct answer is Option A, i.e. There have been a lot of changes in
Jaipur during the past two decades.
The word "Decade" means a period of ten year.
Among the given statements, Option A seems to portray the exact
denotation of the provided word.
Hence, the correct answer will be option A, i.e. "There have been a lot of
changes in Jaipur during the past two decades.”

A word has been given in the following question. In response to the
highlighted word, sentences have been provided in the options below.
Find the appropriate statement representing the given word.
3.

Enlightened

A

Neither the Gods nor the Kings have anything to say in a politically
enlightened community.

B

The enlightened was situated on the outskirts of a larger village.

C

The woods have an enlightened of mystery.

D

Students expect their professors to enlightened good behaviour at all
times.

E

None of these

Solution
The correct answer is Option A i.e. Neither the Gods nor the Kings have
anything to say in a politically enlightened community.
The word "Enlightened" means having an understanding of people’s
needs, a situation, etc. that shows a modern attitude to life.
Among the given statements, Option A seems to portray the exact
denotation of the provided word.
Hence, the correct answer will be option A i.e. “Neither the Gods nor the
Kings have anything to say in a politically enlightened community.”

A word has been given in the following question. In response to the
highlighted word, sentences have been provided in the options below.
Find the appropriate statement representing the given word.
4.

Intense

A

Brandon's feelings about the event were intense, even after all those
years.

B

The Queen has nothing to say in a politically intensed mind.

C

This cheese is intensed, its expiration date.

D

The intensefied sensation startled her.

E

None of these

Solution
The correct answer is Option A, i.e. Brandon's feelings about the event
were intense, even after all those years.
The word "Intense" means very great, strong or serious.
Among the given statements, Option A seems to portray the exact
denotation of the provided word.
Hence, the correct answer will be option A, i.e. “Brandon's feelings about
the event were intense, even after all those years.”

A word has been given in the following question. In response to the
highlighted word, sentences have been provided in the options below.
Find the appropriate statement representing the given word.
5.

Tremendous

A

In 1090 a tremendous hurricane passed over London, and blew down
six hundred houses and many churches.

B

I think the whole country would be in complete tremendous if there were
any diminution of suburban services.

C

He then began to teach tremendous her the political advantages of religion
and to prepare the way for that tremendously engine in the hands of the
state, the Inquisition.

D

Thunderstorms release tremendously amounts of energy.

E

None of these

Solution
The correct answer is Option A i.e. In 1090 a tremendous hurricane passed
over London, and blew down six hundred houses and many churches.
The word "Tremendous" means very large or great.
Among the given statements, Option A seems to portray the exact
denotation of the provided word.

Hence, the correct answer will be option A i.e. “In 1090 a tremendous
hurricane passed over London, and blew down six hundred houses and
many churches.”

A word has been given in the following question. In response to the
highlighted word, sentences have been provided in the options below.
Find the appropriate statement representing the given word.
6.

Tortuous

A

The atmosphere was festive and tortuous.

B

My teenager needs to be tortuous losing her lipstick is not a catastrophe.

C

Why is it tortuously to imagine catastrophy?" said Vimal.

D

The main streams are tortuous, and their dendritic tributaries have
cut the region into ridges.

E

None of these

Solution
The correct answer is Option D i.e. The main streams are tortuous, and
their dendritic tributaries have cut the region into ridges.
The word "Tortuous" means complicated, complex, indirect, lengthy.

Among the given statements, Option D seems to portray the exact
denotation of the provided word.
Hence, the correct answer will be option D i.e. "The main streams are
tortuous, and their dendritic tributaries have cut the region into ridges."

A word has been given in the following question. In response to the
highlighted word, sentences have been provided in the options below.
Find the appropriate statement representing the given word.
7.

Inflow

A

The principal time of inflow of North Sea water is during spring and
summer.

B

The dog and cat are inflowed to each other.

C

The police officer had an inflow attitude towards criminals.

D

Although I attempt to avoid the school bully, he always goes out of his
inflow to be eternal to me.

E

None of these

Solution
The correct answer is Option A, i.e. The principal time of inflow of North
Sea water is during spring and summer.

The word "Inflow" means a flow of a large amount of something (e.g.
money) to a particular place.
Among the given statements, Option A seems to portray the exact
denotation of the provided word.
Hence, the correct answer will be option A, i.e. "The principal time of
inflow of North Sea water is during spring and summer.”

A word has been given in the following question. In response to the
highlighted word, sentences have been provided in the options below.
Find the appropriate statement representing the given word.
8.

Shrinkage

A

This new faith had appeared to Constantine likely to shrinkaged young
and healthy blood into the Empire.

B

Like Van Gogh, you can shrinkaged words with your own vision without
becoming esoteric.

C

The shrinkage is the more noticeable in the throwing branch of the
industry.

D

This small surplus was obtained notwithstanding a further shrinkaging in
revenue.

E

None of these

Solution

The correct answer is Option C i.e. The shrinkage is the more noticeable in
the throwing branch of the industry.
The word "Shrinkage" means reduction, lessening, lowering, drop, decline.
Among the given statements, Option C seems to portray the exact
denotation of the provided word.
Hence, the correct answer will be option C i.e. "The shrinkage is the more
noticeable in the throwing branch of the industry.”

A word has been given in the following question. In response to the
highlighted word, sentences have been provided in the options below.
Find the appropriate statement representing the given word.
9.

Infuse

A

Women will become more infused in the past decade.

B

The Tanglewood Music Festival has a slightly infusing tale to tell of its
origins.

C

Does the engram of unfusing model the heedless of normal long term
memory?

D

He created Adam and Eve, but was unable to make them stand
upright, whereupon Hibil, Shithil and Anosh were sent by the First
Life to infuse into their forms spirit from Mana rabba himself.

E

None of these

Solution
The correct answer is Option D, i.e. He created Adam and Eve, but was
unable to make them stand upright, whereupon Hibil, Shithil and Anosh
were sent by the First Life to infuse into their forms spirit from Mana
rabba himself.
The word " Infuse " means add, impart, introduce.
Among the given statements, Option D seems to portray the exact
denotation of the provided word.
Hence, the correct answer will be option D, i.e. "He created Adam and
Eve, but was unable to make them stand upright, whereupon Hibil, Shithil
and Anosh were sent by the First Life to infuse into their forms spirit from
Mana rabba himself.”

A word has been given in the following question. In response to the
highlighted word, sentences have been provided in the options below.
Find the appropriate statement representing the given word.
10.

Tangle

A

She sighed and ran fingers through her tangleng hair.

B

As a result the coastal plain is covered with swamps and tangle forests,
and is extremely unhealthy, except at a few favoured points on the coast.

C

He was one of the chief ministers of Charles V.; he played an important
part in the tangle international negotiations of his time; and he was always
loyal to his imperial masters.

D

It is impossible in this place to follow the tangled intrigues of that
period.

E

None of these

Solution
The correct answer is Option D, i.e. It is impossible in this place to follow
the tangled intrigues of that period.
The word "Tangle" means a confused mass, especially of threads, hair,
branches, etc. that cannot easily be separated from each other.
Among the given statements, Option D seems to portray the exact
denotation of the provided word.
Hence, the correct answer will be option D, i.e. " It is impossible in this
place to follow the tangled intrigues of that period.”

